Available water can seriously impair the ability of firefighters to do their job in a safe and effective manner. If firefighters are unable to maintain an uninterrupted supply of water on the fire, the result can be a relatively unchecked spread of the fire, leading to the complete loss of structures or an extension of the fire beyond the capabilities of the emergency personnel involved. To help mitigate this situation, some jurisdictions require the installation of individual and community emergency water storage and delivery systems in rural and mountainous areas.

Individual Fire Cisterns
One of the most basic and reliable means for storing large amounts of water for firefighting is an individual fire cistern. This is essentially a large, watertight concrete, fiberglass or reinforced polyethylene plastic tank installed in the ground near a residence, with some plumbing attached to facilitate drafting the water. Individual cisterns must meet the following criteria:

It must be a minimum 1,800 gallons capacity (note that some fire districts require a minimum of 2,400, 5,000 or more (the amount may be greater depending upon the total square footage of the structures or other local regulations; consult your local officials).

It must be located at least 50 feet from the front of the structure, and not less than 150 feet from the rear of the structure. It should be located next to an emergency turn-around, or where the driveway meets the road, whichever is closer.

Fire cisterns do not necessarily need to be located next to an operational well, and in fact should be a separate and independent water supply. Note that a well at the home will not provide water quickly enough and in sufficient quantity for fire control; additional water storage is necessary.

The fire cistern may not be the same as that used for your domestic water supply or your interior sprinkler system (if applicable). Aside from the more obvious problems of cross-contamination, these fire cisterns often need to be in very different locations. While the domestic water or a sprinkler system storage tank is generally next to or underneath the house, the fire cistern needs to be some distance away.

Single Family Residence - Precast Concrete Cistern
All concrete fire cisterns include the tank, a lid, a 2’ Riser & Cis-
tern Filler Lid, a suction vent and a draft connection (dry fire hydrant)

**Installation Instructions:**
Cisterns must be buried to prevent the water in the tank from freezing; this requires excavation and may require blasting to achieve. Excavations for the tank should be at least 12" larger than the outside dimensions of the tank. The base of the excavation must be level with no protruding rock. It must be covered with a minimum of 6" of compacted sand, gravel or crushed stone ¾" in diameter or less. The bed must be leveled and compacted before setting the tank. Backfill material must be 2" in diameter or less in order to avoid damage to the tank. Granular backfill should be rolled in from the side in equal lifts around the tank and compacted. Avoid dumping directly on the lid of the tank. Excavator should provide a safe and clear offloading site within 15' from the rear of the truck to the center of the tank. After installation, DO NOT drive on the tank. The installer must check with the local FPD and the Land Use Department for requirements on tank placement, dry hydrant connection, and filling requirements. Some FPDs will fill the tank at the time of testing and inspection. Others require the tank be filled before testing. Note: A separate building permit may be necessary for cistern installation if it is not associated with another specific construction project.

**Community Fire Cisterns**
Many fire protection districts prefer that individual homeowners make a monetary contribution to a community cistern fund in lieu of the placement of an individual fire cistern on site. This saves the individual homeowner the cost and hassle of installing an individual fire cistern and dry fire hydrant, and potentially provides the fire district with a more reliable water source, since they have ownership and general control over the use of the community cistern. If a community cistern program is available in your area, you are encouraged to contribute for its use and maintenance.

Community fire cisterns differ from individual cisterns in that they are much larger, often 10,000 gallons or more. They are centrally located, usually near a fire station or fire barn, or in some other easily accessible area within a community. These kinds of fire cisterns are generally installed and maintained by a fire protection district. Typically, the excavation and grading associated with the installation of a community cistern is handled thru a Limited Impact waiver process initiated by the Fire Protection District.

Community fire cisterns are most appropriate in subdivisions where the majority of the lots are around one (1) acre in size and residential driveways are generally less than 150 feet in length. If your parcel is 5 acres or more and/or your driveway is over 400 feet or more in length, it is very likely you will need an individual fire cistern on your site. Contact your local fire authority for more specific information about contributing to a community fire cistern fund.

**Other Water Sources**
Static bodies of water, such as ponds, lakes, rivers and other non-pressurized sources such as perennial streams, can also be used as water supplies for firefighting. These sources are not considered as reliable as cisterns, however, because they can be seasonally unavailable (they may dry up in the summer, and be frozen over during the winter) and may be difficult to access (due to sloping and/or soft ground, and/or vegetation along the shoreline). Additionally, the water in them is often privately owned and therefore, may not be as readily available during an emergency as that in a cistern.

**Dry Fire Hydrants**
Regardless of the type of water source, firefighters need to have an effective way of getting water from the source into the engine and onto the fire. For this, they utilize a non-pressurized pipe system permanently installed in a water source. These are known as "draft" or "dry" fire hydrants.

**Dry Fire Hydrant Assembly:**
Typically constructed from rigid pipe (such as Schedule 80 PVC). Note that exposed portions of PVC pipe must be painted for UV protection. Red paint is best to make the dry hydrant easier to locate under low light or smoky conditions. Must have a standard fire fitting (6-inch NH threaded connection with a cap and screen) on the outlet side, and a coarse filtration strainer on the intake side. Note: Before installing a dry fire hydrant, consult your local fire authority for the exact type of connections needed to be compatible with the districts' and/or other agencies' equipment. Must be clearly marked by placing reflective signs and/or reflectors on 3-foot metal posts nearby. Placing large rocks 12" in front of the pipe is also recommended to help avoid accidental collisions.

**Other Information**
More detailed information about emergency water supplies is available in the NWCG guide *Operation Water: Planning for Water Supply and Distribution in the Wildland/Urban Interface.*

The above information was extracted from Boulder County, CO Land Use Department publication [https://assets.bouldercounty.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/w05-emergency-water-supply.pdf](https://assets.bouldercounty.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/w05-emergency-water-supply.pdf)